UTILITY BINGO
Visited Utility
Exploration
Center
website

UTILITY BINGO
Wrote a
happy
message sign
and hung in
window

Unplugged
electronics
not in use

Counted the
number of
street lights
on your
street

Emailed your
teacher to
say “hi”

Built a utility
plant out of
pillows and
blankets

Counted the
number of
street lights
on your
street

Took a 5
minute
shower

Told someone only
three Ps (pee,
poo, toilet
paper) go in
toilet

Made a
battery box
to store used
batteries

Looked up a
picture of a
vactor truck
and drew it

Picked up pet
waste from
your yard so
doesn’t end
up in storm
drain

Made a list of
why trees are
important

Saved cans
or bottles for
recycling

Drew a
picture of a
creek with
animals and
fish

FREE
SPACE

Made a list of
why trees are
important

Searched
for water
leaks by
toilets, sinks,
showers and
bathtubs

Emailed a
Found closest
question
storm drain
about utilities to see “flows
to ruec@
to creeks”
roseville.ca.us
sign

Turned off
lights in a
room that no
one was in

Made an art
project out
of old toilet
paper rolls

Visited Utility
Exploration
Center
website

Found closest
storm drain
to see “flows
to creeks”
sign

Learned Fats,
Oils, Grease
(FOG) don’t
belong down
the drain

Named 5
types of
pollinators

Turned off
water while
brushing
teeth

Created
a picture
using old
magazines or
newspapers

Emailed a
question
about utilities
to ruec@
roseville.ca.us

Reused an
item instead
of throwing
it out

Turned off
sprinklers
during rain

Scraped
grease from
pan into
trash instead
of sink

Turned off
water while
brushing
teeth

Ran washing
machine with
a full load

FREE
SPACE

Learned
Utility
Exploration
Center is
abbreviated
UEC

Searched
for water
leaks by
toilets, sinks,
showers and
bathtubs

Drew a
picture of the
earth

Followed UEC
on Facebook
@Roseville
Exploration
Center

Saved cans
or bottles for
recycling

Turned off
lights in a
room that no
one was in

Took a 5
minute
shower

Unplugged
electronics
not in use

Picked up pet
waste from
your yard so
doesn’t end
up in storm
drain

Virtually
visited
friends or
family

Made a craft
out of
recycled
paper

roseville.ca.us/
explore

Named 5
types of
pollinators

Created
a picture
using old
magazines or
newspapers

Told someone only
three Ps (pee,
poo, toilet
paper) go in
toilet

UTILITY BINGO

roseville.ca.us/
explore

Made up a
knock knock
joke about
garbage

UTILITY BINGO

Counted the
number of
street lights
on your
street

Drew a
picture of the
earth

Took a 5
minute
shower

Turned off
lights in a
room that no
one was in

Built a utility
plant out of
pillows and
blankets

Turned off
water while
brushing
teeth

Made a craft
out of
recycled
paper

Wrote a
happy
message sign
and hung in
window

Looked up a
picture of a
vactor truck
and drew it

Drew a
picture of a
creek with
animals and
fish

Made a
battery box
to store used
batteries

Drew a
picture of a
creek with
animals and
fish

Searched
for water
leaks by
toilets, sinks,
showers and
bathtubs

Made a craft
out of
recycled
paper

Emailed a
question
about utilities
to ruec@
roseville.ca.us

Saved cans
or bottles for
recycling

Told someone only
three Ps (pee,
poo, toilet
paper) go in
toilet

Built a utility
plant out of
pillows and
blankets

Drew a
picture of the
earth

Named 5
types of
pollinators

Made an art
project out
of old toilet
paper rolls

Reused an
item instead
of throwing
it out

FREE
SPACE

Unplugged
electronics
not in use

Told someone only
three Ps (pee,
poo, toilet
paper) go in
toilet

Made up a
knock knock
joke about
garbage

Reused an
item instead
of throwing
it out

FREE
SPACE

Took a 5
minute
shower

Drew a
picture of the
earth

Turned off
water while
brushing
teeth

Looked up a
picture of a
vactor truck
and drew it

Made up a
knock knock
joke about
garbage

Saved cans
or bottles for
recycling

Made a list of
why trees are
important

Turned off
lights in a
room that no
one was in

Made a
battery box
to store used
batteries

Searched
for water
leaks by
toilets, sinks,
showers and
bathtubs

Learned
Utility
Exploration
Center is
abbreviated
UEC

Created
a picture
using old
magazines or
newspapers

Learned
Utility
Exploration
Center is
abbreviated
UEC

Created
a picture
using old
magazines or
newspapers

Drew a
picture of the
earth

Learned Fats,
Oils, Grease
(FOG) don’t
belong down
the drain

Told
someone to
have a geat
day

Told
someone to
have a great
day

Unplugged
electronics
not in use

Made a list of
why trees are
important

Made an art
project out
of old toilet
paper rolls

Learned Fats,
Oils, Grease
(FOG) don’t
belong down
the drain

